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RPP FM STRATEGIC PLAN 2021-2026 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

MISSION 
 

To become the best sub metro community radio station in Australia 
 
 

VISION 
 

To give voice, vision and capacity to our community in 
Frankston and the Mornington Peninsula 
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INTRODUCTION  

This Strategic Plan is presented at a time of extraordinary upheaval in a world that is 
recasting the means and modes of mass communication. 
 
COVID-19 is amongst us - a recent arrival in a period of upheaval that began with a 
21st century digital media revolution.  
 
Against this backdrop radio is at a crossroads and sub-metro FM radio is equally 
threatened. 
 
It is against this back drop that RPP charts its five-year future that envisages a very 
different broadcast world. 
 
The details and shape of this Strategic Plan have been discussed and resolved by the 
RPP Committee of Management and in turn discussed with and detailed to the station 
membership. 
 
This Strategic Plan underwrites our successful 5-year broadcast licence renewal issued 
by ACMA – the Australian Communication and Media authority. 
 
RPP prides itself on the dedication of its loyal volunteers, on its professionalism, and 
enthusiasm. 
 
To that end - RPP aspires to be the absolute best it can. 
 
 
BRENDON TELFER  
Station Manager 
 
January 2021 
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BACKGROUND  
 
Business name: Radio Port Phillip Association Inc  
Business structure: Not for Profit  
ABN: 88 223 629 923 
Date established: 1984 - broadcasting since 1986 
Products/services: Radio Port Phillip is a Not-for-Profit sub-metro community radio 
station that is licensed to broadcast to the Mornington Peninsula, using two 
frequencies 98.7 and 98.3. 
 
98.3 is required to 'fill-in' signal delivery around Frankston which is shaded by the 
topography of the Mornington Peninsula. 
 
RPP FM targets 180,000 listeners - this figure swells to 300,000 in the summer, when 
Melbourne comes to holiday on the peninsula. 
 
Our aim is to be the voice of Frankston and the Mornington Peninsula, and to address 
the needs of those people in the region denied effective access to, or not adequately 
serviced by the existing media. 
 
Our surveys indicate 30% of our listeners do so while driving, while 20% listen all day. 
 
 
Naturally this profile changes across the day, however this means RPP FM is producing 
radio for a highly localised market, made up of a broad demographic, comprising a 
wide number of income groups. 
 
The Mornington Peninsula from a marketing perspective has a unique quality - it is 
surrounded by water on three sides and thus is easily defined in terms of place and 
need.   
 
It is this local need and definition that RPP FM addresses. 

The station has over 170 members, 70 of whom broadcast and produce 18 hours a 
day, seven days a week. This equates to 10,000 hours a year of volunteer-produced 
content that span the arts, local news and current affairs, year-round sport, music, the 
environment, community affairs, migrant communities, health and well-being, and 
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educational programming from primary schools to tertiary. We also provide training 
and audio-visual services for the community. 

At no cost, community groups broadcast over 15,000 community service 
announcements every year.  
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COMMITEE OF MANAGEMENT AND STAFF  
 
Radio Port Phillip Association was incorporated in 1984 for the purpose of applying for 
a community broadcasting license and after the subsequent construction and fitting 
of facilities, 3RPP first broadcast on Australia Day 1986. 
 
The station’s operations are governed by the Australian Broadcasting Authority’s Code 
of Practice for community stations and the terms and conditions of the licence issued 
by the Authority. 
 
Day-to-day operations are the responsibility of the Station Manager who is 
answerable to the Committee of Management. 
 
The Committee of Management is elected annually at the station AGM. 
 
The current Board is:  
President - Peter Susovich. 
Vice President – John Shore  
Secretary - Ellice Viggers 
Treasurer – Jane Neve  
Committee - Laya Grady  
Committee - Bruce Hutchins 
Committee – Christine Mofardin  
 
The Board has an enviable record of experience in the corporate, government, non-
government media and entertainment industries. 
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RPP FM ORGANISATIONAL CHART    JANUARY 2021 
 
 
 PETER SUSOVICH- PRESIDENT 

JOHN SHORE – VICE PRESIDENT 

JANE NEVE – TREASURER 

ELLICE VIGGERS- SECRETARY/ 

WORLD MUSIC CO-ORDINATOR 

LAYA GRADY-SOCIAL MEDIA 

BRUCE HUTCHINS – MARKETING  

CHRISTINE MOFARDIN - PROGRAM COMMITTEE 

 

BRENDON TELFER  
GENERAL MANAGER 

RPP FUNDED 

Program 
Committee 

PRESENTERS/PRODUCERS  

STEVE MEYERS 
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 

CBF RPP FUNDED 

MEMBERS/VOLUNTEERS/SUBSCRIBERS 

Technical 
Committee 

MARKETING & SALES 
RPP FUNDED 

ADMIN/FINANCE (PART TIME) 
RPP FUNDED 

IPTV  

AUDIENCE  

IT /ON LINE SUPPORT - RPP FUNDED  

News Team  
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ORGANISATIONAL VISION  
 
Our purpose is to operate a Public Broadcasting Radio Station on the Mornington 
Peninsula that caters for the needs of our community and those people denied 
effective access to, or not adequately serviced by the existing media. 
 
To promote and assist charitable, social and other associations or organisations within 
the area served by the station. 
 
To provide educational facilities, community access, musical programs and other 
services that build community values and support our stakeholders. 
 
To observe, report and celebrate the conditions of community life in accordance with 
the guidelines detailed by the CBAA. 
 
RPP:  

• Is focused.  

• Has purpose.  

• Is driven by passion and commitment. 

• Is based on sound and scrupulous business practices and principles. 

• Most importantly is fulfilling a need because in a crowded media marketplace 
there is no other radio service doing what we do. 

• Delivers a business model that can sustain and invest in our communities 
broadcast and media future. 

 
VISION STATEMENT  
 
To give voice to our community across the Mornington Peninsula and Frankston 
 
To provide excellence in programming that incorporates a robust and sound business 
model, while providing capacity to assist and address community needs in a changing 
digital communications environment. 
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MISSION STATEMENT 
 
To become the best sub metro community radio station in Australia. 

• Strengthen our listener base across our community. 

• Improve our brand awareness. 

• Reinforce our value to Frankston and the Mornington Peninsula 

• Provide and identify a media space for education, performance and local 
community needs. 

• Become the one stop shop for all local radio, media and online needs.  

• Create a self-sustaining business model that reduces our dependence on 
grants. 

 
VALUES  
 
RPP FM produces radio services for the Frankston and Mornington Peninsula 
communities.  To a large extent these services are prescribed by The Broadcasting 
Services Act 1992 which outlines a number of licence conditions and program 
expectations. 
 
We as an organisation adhere to and uphold the very best business practices.  The 
principles of RPP business practice are clearly laid out in our Constitution and 
Governance policies. 
 
THE WAY AHEAD  
 
Despite delivering these services, RPP FM has been tracking some ominous trends 
that will have an inevitable impact on our radio audience and revenue streams. 
 
Several factors are at play: 
 
Broadcasting is costing more and signing sponsors to make up any shortfall is 
difficult.  Sponsors are increasingly attracted to social media as alternate means of 
delivering their message. 
 
Social media is also impacting our traditional radio audience – the modern 21st 
century listener is provided with alternative ways to consume and exchange media 
needs, such as Facebook, YouTube and Spotify. 
 
Gone are the days of the community radio presenter providing an audience with a 
series of rarely heard and eclectic tracks.  Spotify can do that in a moment – Spotify 
can be heard anywhere – and can be customised to personal needs.  
 
Targeted Facebook groups can carry news and information in moments.  
And everything comes down to the mobile phone and attendant apps. 
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These developments mean the sub-metro FM business model that sustained 1980s 
community radio is being thoroughly tested and is arguably unviable. 
 
To retain an audience and remain solvent we must adjust and adapt our platform. 
 
Local must be the mantra going forward – especially as larger media networks seek 
to rationalise their services and increasingly network. 
 
Editorially we are encouraging flow programming with an emphasis on the spoken 
word, localisation – local story telling, local news services - and cross promotion of 
this service across all our platforms.  
 
This model was proven during the pandemic when we created LOCKDOWN Radio 
which was a response to COVID-19. 
 
LOCKDOWN Radio charted our community as it came to terms with the virus and 
these efforts most certainly resonated with the radio and online audiences. 
 
Now as we move away from lockdown and the worst of the pandemic we are 
adapting this model and renaming it Peninsula Talks.  
 
COVID-19 taught us a lot, but the most important lesson was we must adapt to 
survive. 
 
This is the reasoning behind our emphasis on a dual streaming service which now 
offers our radio audience two alternatives - RPP FM 98.7, which is more local spoken 
word and contemporary tracks, and RPP PLUS, designed for the more eclectic 
musical audience, which is our online and streamed listening alternative. 
 
This output is augmented by our use and development of Online TV that reaches out 
to a newer younger audience and tells our story in a more visual and relevant social 
media world. 
 
Our football, bowls, cricket, events, musical performances, and cultural activities are 
now no longer confined to radio.  
 
In short, RPP is embracing a bi-media environment that is cross promoting itself. 
 
For example, we can edit and grab clips from our interviews and post them online, 
encouraging more people to find our services on their phones and social media sites. 
 
We stream council meetings, help charities raise more money by helping shape their 
message, and watch artists at work as well as talk to them on radio. 
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This adjustment is not cheap but by adding vision to our services we have once again 
been able to engage our sponsors, create links to social media pages and provide a 
demonstrable benefit for their support of RPP. 
 
In an increasingly competitive trading world, our sponsors want results – they need 
to know how many people are listening and where.  Their generosity remains but not 
at a level that can sustain us.  By diversifying we are also attracting new partnerships 
and earning opportunities. 
 
Not to adjust will spell our demise and we argue the wider community broadcast 
sector is also threatened with dire consequences if it does not start to embrace 
similar change. 

 
SWOT ANALYSIS  
 
STRENGTHS 
 

 Stunning contributions from our loyal dedicated volunteers - the foundation of 

RPP FM’s success  

 More listeners than at any time in the station’s history. 

 The production values and in-house training that have improved the sound 

quality and impact of programs  

 Programs and presenters co-opted from international, national, and state 

broadcasters 

 Listeners’ endorsement - quantifiable and verifiable figures that show our 

market growth 

 Sponsor endorsement  

 Acknowledgment and recognition by the Community Broadcast Foundation  

 Our growth across all forms of broadcast media has been outstanding.  

 Our research indicates that audience numbers are discovering us and showing 

loyalty. 

 Our IPTV audience has grown exponentially in 18 months -on some broadcast’s 

coverage and up to 42,000 viewers. 

 RPP FM Facebook page has over 5,000 followers.  

 We won the 2019 AFL’s Best Community Radio football show. 

 Our relationship with local councils and federal politicians 
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 Our relationship with the local newspaper group. 

 Our ability to adjust programming to audience need. Exemplified by our 

production of LOCKDOWN radio during the pandemic that addressed Covid 19 

and its impact on our local community. 

WEAKNESSES  

RPP FM's weaknesses are both internal and external: 

EXTERNAL:  

 Economic conditions - where is the world headed, what economic predictions 

can we make in a COVID, post-Trump, post-Brexit world? Prepare for the 

worst, hope for the best.  

 Trying to grow an FM radio station – as the technology is aging. 

 Digital media technology is revolutionising media - like it or not we are 

competing against the big players - we are ALL competitors in the digital world. 

We in the Community sector are competing for the same eyes and ears as 774, 

AW, Channel7, Spotify and we MUST be on our game. 

 Our traditional radio audience may soon be lost to us - FM has shut down 

across Norway  

 Other trends we should watch: the probable demise of the printed press  

 Future government policy on Community Broadcasting  

 No full engagement on sub metro radio and the digital spectrum. 

 Wresting digital space from those who have alternate plans for it 

 Our reliance on CBF grants which are increasingly competitive. 

 Costs are growing commensurate with revenue. 

INTERNAL 

 Trying to stay relevant in a digital media world that is changing exponentially. 

 Relying on volunteers who are being asked to do more with less while trying 

to hold onto them. 

 Redefining and extending our skills so they are competitive. 

 Financing digital investment 

 Relying on and devising alternate income streams  

 Costs –are climbing. 

 Taking care of the assets we have  
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OPPORTUNITIES  

 Our greatest weakness is arguably our size, but it is also our greatest strength:  

We are small because we are defined by our community - however we are 

close to it. We understand and can address its needs, interests, aspirations, 

and we are flexible, adaptable, able to identify and adapt to the local situation. 

 We have the talent and the ability to exploit the new digital media world and 

broaden our role in it.  

 Our News and Current Affairs services have shown that we can create a 

powerful local news offering like no one else.  We can also define a daily news 

cycle - local print news services are publishing on a weekly cycle whereas we 

have shown that we can produce and publish our news daily.  

 Ironically, COVID turned out to be an incredible year with the audience 

seemingly endorsing the changes we introduced.  Compare the streaming 

action of Lockdown against the programming of a year earlier.  

During Covid Lockdown our year-on-year audience increased by anywhere 

between 104 and 168% We have never had a month like May 2020 before - 

the audience by app was two and a half times that of May 2019, showing an 

incredible 128% improvement on the previous year’s numbers  

 Our online capacity and websites provide a key component in the reinvention 

of the radio station.  

 Our networking with local schools, education facilities, sports clubs, 

community organisations, other not for profits, councils and the Shire. 

 We now have product that is being listened to; across all platforms  

 We can harness the skills and ability of our Committee of Management 

members whose diversity and professional skills bring a massive addition to 

the talent pool – they will set a social media axis, a Business Development Unit, 

review and reform our Governance practices and importantly, talk directly 

with the audience and sponsors.  

 Provide a more diverse listening experience by utilising online services - RPP 

Plus for pure music services, RPP FM for music, chat, news, community 

information. 

 Consolidate the radio station by becoming a local digital media and social 

media hub. 

 Create local media options  
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THREATS  
 We must make our way in arguably the toughest business there is – the media 

in a post-pandemic economy –  

 Loss of audience to myriad other offerings 

 The issue of when we are moving to the digital audio spectrum - DAB + 

 With a digital world fast evolving we only have a limited time to convince the 
audience we are valuable 

 Reliance on volunteers to commit and dedicate time to necessary tasks to keep 
the station sustainable and relevant. 

 Community radio is under stress- we anticipate Grants the CBF may need to 
spread grants further – impacting the discretionary spend available to the CBF. 

 A sizeable percentage of this grant money is going towards propping up bigger 
community radio stations  
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RPP SPECIFIC GOALS FOR 2021 – 2026  
 
These specific goals are consistent with RPP FM’s strategic objectives and aligned with 
the Marketing plan and Grant application and delivery. 
 

STATED GOALS 
UNDWERWAY  

OBJECTIVES ACTIONS FUNDING 
SOURCE 

VALUE TEAM 

      

IMPROVE CASH 
FLOW  

Sales  ID opportunities. 
Develop new programs 

CBF  
RPP  

  

      

INCREASE 
COMMUNITY 
ENGAGMENT 
AND 
INCLUSION 

Deliver more diverse local 
/community spoken word 
programs,  
 

Increase number of 
programs directly linked 
to community groups,  

CBF 
RPP 

 B Telfer 
C Mofardin  
B Hutchins 

      

DELIVER MORE 
CALD 
PROGRAMS  

Add 4 CALD language 
programs of either: 
Mandarin, Arabic, Hindi, 
Pacific Islands, Punjabi, 
Tagalog. 

4 new programs on air  RPP   
CBF 

 S Meyers  
B Telfer 
C Mofardin  

      

DELIVER IPTV 
AND PORTAL  

Create ease of access to our 
TV services  

Under construction  
 

RPP   S Meyers 
P Mason  
C Sandford 
B Hutchins  

      

BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT 
UNIT  

Identify business 
opportunity and income 
sources  
  

Forge links with local 
stakeholders. 
Consolidate partnerships  
 

RPP   B Hutchins 

      

IMPROVE 
DIGITAL USAGE  
 

Online and social media 
linkage across all platforms 
including interface,  
website streaming,  
Social Media 

Uniformity of brand  RPP   S Meyers  
B Hutchins  

      

      

CONTENT 
REVIEW AND 
DEVELOPMENT  
 

Internal assessment  
 

a) Review current program 
line-up 

b) .  

CBF  
RPP 

  

      

EQUIPMENT 
AUDIT AND 
LOGGING 
SYSTEM 

Manage use and 
depreciation of equipment 
to best utilise our assets. 

Complete full audit of all 
RPP equipment. 
. 
 

RPP 
Sponsor 

 P Mason  

      

STRATEGIC 
PLANNING  

Review and consider future 
options 

Quarterly updates tabled 
to COM identifying short, 
medium and longer terms 
goals and objectives. 

RPP  B Telfer 
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DIVERSITY  Equal gender balance at all 
levels of the organisation 
including on air. 
Improve disability access. 
Take action to ensure 
LGBTQI community feels 
welcome.  

Draft policy for COM 
approval. 
Reach out to local groups. 
 

RPP 
CBF 

 C Mofardin  

      

      

FUNDRAISING 
COMMITTEE 

Established to build 
alternate funding channels. 
 

Gain funds through 
activities such as 
membership drives, 
sausage sizzles, car rallies, 
sponsor evenings. 

  B Hutchins  

      

UPDATE 
STUDIO 
EQUIPMENT  

Upgrade guest mic 
positions, on air lights and 
digital players  

   P Mason  
S Meyers  

      

COVID  IMPACT       

PERFORMANCE 
SERIES  
 
ON HOLD 

Explore RPPFM 
performance options  

Complex broadcast 
solutions provided by 
RPP 

RPP 
Co-

producer 
Sponsor 

 S Meyers  
 

 
 

REQUIRED  
PRIORITY  

OBJECTIVES  ACTIONS  FUNDING  VALUE   TEAM  

      

      

      

ANTENNA 
ARRAY  
ARTHURS SEAT  

Eliminate poor reception 
areas on western side of 
broadcast footprint 
(Greater Hastings area).  
 
EMERGENCY POWER BACK-
UP 

Test reception and 
signal strength for 6 
months with assistance 
of transmission 
consultants Western 
Communication. 

RPP FM  
CBF 
Operation
al Grant 
 

  

  c)     

STL LINK  Supply and commission 
redundancy system  
 

Run digital cable wi-fi to 
the site to provide 
transmission back up and 
remote access to the site. 

   

      

UPS BACK-UP  
TRANSMITTER 
SITE  

Supply and commission 
UPS system to guard 
against outages. This 
stability of service means 
we could run guaranteed 
24/7 and provide 
emergency service 
broadcasting for our 
community. 

Seek funding for 
emergency transmission 
capacity for when the 
power goes down at 
Arthurs Seat.  
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DELIVERED OBJECTIVES ACTIONS FUNDING VALUE TEAM 

      

      

RPP VISION  Provide the region with an 
alternate television source. 
 

Deliver pilot programs. 
Provide a centre of 
excellence and TV 
capacity that the entire 
community can utilise. 
 

RPP  
CBF 

$10,000  

      

TECHNICAL  
STUDIO 4  

Build a small recording 
studio in Green Room space 
to give the flexibility to 
create more programs and 
allow the roll out of RPP 
+Plus, the precursor of our 
digital radio stream. 

Studio built and in use  RPP    

      

RPP + PLUS  Exclusive online music 
channel dedicated to 
carrying the very best 
sounds RPP FM produces, 
freeing up the FM 
frequencies for more talk 
and needs based music.  

Engage and research 
technical feasibility.  

 

RPP    

      

ON AIR TRAFF 
MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM 

Replace ZARA with more 
versatile, powerful system  
Radio BOSS  

Replace ZARA with 
Radio Boss 

Co pro with Southern FM  

RPP  
CBF 

  

      

STATION 
JINGLES AND 
IDENTS  

Replace and refresh  Tag new audio stings 
and sweepers  
 

   

      

SOLAR PANELS  
 
  

Reduce power and utility 
costs.  
Reduce carbon footprint.  
Uphold Shire values of 
carbon neutrality.  

Complete funding 
application. 
Find preferred supplier. 
Prepare installation plan.  

RPP FM  
MP Shire  
State 

Govt  

  

      

GOVERNANCE 
POLICY AND 
CONSTITUTION 

Ready Governance 
document for publication,  

 RPP    

      

REPLACE 
MALFUNCTIONI
NG 
TRANSMITTER  

Replace the 10-year-old 
RVR transmitter that has 
been repaired twice and off 
line again  

Seek Grant Next round  CBF   P Mason  
B Telfer  

 


